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Abstract: Urban distribution has attracted the attention of the country and the 

logistics industry. The urban distribution model of the FMCG industry can be explored 

in depth. The research on vehicle routing problems has certain theoretical and 

practical significance. Aiming at the pain points of Y company, this paper establishes 

a corresponding vehicle path optimization model, adds delivery vehicle quality 

restrictions in the planning, and simulates and analyzes the vehicle situation through 

Y company operation data, and provides guidance for company Y’s decision to 

purchase delivery vehicles with different carrying capacities. Through the research of 

this article, we hope to reduce the cost of Y company in the distribution sector through 

the above optimization scheme. In this research, a two-stage genetic algorithm for 

model solving is designed, and the operation steps of the genetic algorithm are 

described with examples. And based on the operating data of company Y, the model 

is solved and analyzed, and finally a conclusion is reached through the comparative 

analysis of simulation examples. 
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1. Introduction 

Suppliers and retailers, as the two main nodes in the implementation of terminal 

distribution, have put forward higher requirements for distribution activities. Suppliers 

are more concerned about the cost of end distribution, including labor costs, vehicle 

costs, maintenance costs, etc. The cost control commonly used by suppliers is mainly 

carried out from these aspects, which is mainly reflected in the efficient distribution of 

retail orders and control of delivery personnel The quantity, the number of delivery 

vehicles and the delivery time shall be delivered in a shorter route. Retailers are more 

concerned with convenience and price. The convenience is reflected in the 
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convenience of placing orders, the timeliness of logistics and distribution, and the 

accuracy of distribution. Lower prices of the same products will also attract retailers 

to purchase. Nowadays, consumer demand is becoming more and more individualized. 

Retailers need to respond quickly to consumer demand. Therefore, retailers’ ordering 

needs are also full of dynamics and uncertainties. The number of orders and ordering 

time in the past may change greatly. Retailers Ordering behavior characteristics may 

evolve into smaller batches, more batches, and shorter cycle times. And retailers have 

higher requirements for the supplier's services after placing the order, including the 

delivery time of the goods, the accuracy of the delivery location, and the quality of 

service. 

Vehicle path planning has an important impact on distribution costs and distribution 

efficiency. An excellent distribution route planning scheme helps companies adopt 

reasonable distribution methods to meet customers' personalized service needs, 

effectively reduce distribution costs, ensure the timeliness of distribution, improve the 

service level of the company, expand the market and increase visibility. It has 

important theories Meaning and practical significance.  

This article will put forward a set of distribution optimization plan based on the 

problems of Y company's current distribution plan, integrate Y company's distribution 

resources, adjust the distribution plan, and analyze and focus on the key problem in 

the plan optimization, namely, the vehicle routing problem. In the study of specific 

vehicle routing schemes, this paper establishes a vehicle routing model for co-

delivering fast-moving consumer goods to cities based on company Y’s specific 

conditions, with the goal of minimizing comprehensive distribution costs, and adding 

constraints based on actual conditions to implement company Y Research on the 

vehicle path planning of a single distribution center, and output a vehicle path planning 

program that reduces costs, increases efficiency, and reduces the waste of 

transportation resources according to actual needs. 

 

2. Related work 

When scholars study VRP and its expansion, they usually only consider one model. 

However, in the actual operation of logistics enterprises, in order to adapt to different 

business standards, they often use multiple models for delivery. Yao and Yu et al. 

studied the problem of delivering cartons from a unified warehouse to customers, 

established a multi-model vehicle routing optimization model, and used particle swarm 

algorithm to solve the model. The results of calculation examples show that the 

algorithm can effectively save costs and reduce the number of vehicles required. [20]. 

Ge Xianlong believed that the traditional single distribution center prevented the 

effective sharing of logistics resources, proposed that cross-regional joint distribution 
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can be implemented in multiple distribution centers to improve logistics efficiency, and 

added customer dynamic demand elements and vehicle-mounted rates that positively 

affect fuel consumption. The route optimization model of the vehicle model uses the 

cloud genetic algorithm to solve the calculation example, and the effectiveness of its 

research is compared and verified [21]. The above research considered multi-model 

delivery vehicles, and there is no limit to the number of vehicles. However, in actual 

enterprises, the number of vehicles is often limited. Gan et al. studied the influence of 

the combination of multiple models in a fixed number of vehicles on the optimization 

of vehicle routing, using particle swarms The algorithm solves the number of various 

car models with lower analysis cost [22]. 

Genetic algorithm is a random search algorithm that simulates biological evolution. 

Starting from the chromosomes, the optimal chromosomes are selected for 

reproduction, and the optimal chromosomes can be reproduced continuously to 

produce the next generation, and finally the optimal solution is obtained. In the 

algorithm processing process, after the decoding of the VRP is completed, the fitness 

function is designed to select the pros and cons of the chromosomes, and then the 

chromosome structure is selected, crossed, and mutated. After the individual is finally 

generated to meet the VRP solution requirements, the iterative process ends. Scholars 

have achieved rich results in the improvement of genetic algorithms. Luo Yong et al. 

proposed an improved genetic algorithm. For the selection, crossover and mutation of 

genetic algorithm, they respectively proposed a selection operator based on order, a 

crossover operator based on a minimum cost tree, and a mutation operator based on 

random point length control. It is highly efficient [44]. Mirabi uses an improved genetic 

algorithm to generate the initial chromosome group, and then uses an iterative 

exchange program to optimize the initial solution [45]. Cinar et al. added a local search 

to chromosome reconstruction to find a better solution [46]. When solving bus VRP, 

Mohammed et al. designed a hybrid crossover operator to improve the efficiency of 

the algorithm [47]. When Fan Houming and others deal with the vehicle routing 

problem with fuzzy demand, they improved the crossover and optimized the solution 

efficiency of the algorithm [48]. 

In this paper, we will carry out research on the route of urban common delivery based 

on actual cases. On the basis of existing literature, combined with the company’s 

operating status, we will further analyze the problems of the case in urban common 

delivery, and process the case with an abstract model. Based on the analysis results 

and other factors such as no-load rate and multiple vehicle types, an in-depth 

exploration and research on the route of urban common distribution is carried out. 

When solving the vehicle routing problem, it is easy to fall into the local optimum and 

the solution speed is slow. The genetic algorithm is more suitable for solving the actual 
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optimization problem. 

 

3. Model building and algorithm design 

3.1 Model building 

Let 0,1,{ }2N n ，  denote the collection of points on the flat map, where 0 represents 

the FMCG distribution center; let 1,2,{ }3S n ，  denote the collection of customers 

in retail stores and restaurants; let G={1,2,3,...,g}, denote The FMCG number stored 

in the distribution center; suppose the distribution center K is the set of vehicle types, 

that is, K={1,2,...,k}, k is the k-th delivery vehicle, and the research object of this 

article Y company has a single-model delivery vehicle . 

Based on the above analysis, the mathematical model of the urban distribution vehicle 

routing problem in the routing network of this article is established as follows: 

     minZ ijk ij ik i

k K j N k K i S k K i N

ikx l y yQ D  
     

                               (1) 

(1) is the objective function of the model, (1) represents the minimization of the 

comprehensive cost of distribution, including vehicle routing cost, vehicle departure 

fixed cost, and vehicle no-load penalty cost, of which own vehicle path cost and 

delivery mileage cost Proportionally, the fixed cost of a vehicle is directly proportional 

to the number of times the vehicle is used, and the penalty cost of the vehicle no-load 

is directly proportional to the no-load rate. 

       ii
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                                                 (2) 

The total number of customer orders that the vehicle k is responsible for distribution 

does not exceed the maximum load capacity of the vehicle. 

1,
i N k K

ijk j Sx
 

                                           (3) 

It means that each customer point can only be served by one car, forming a unique 

vehicle delivery service path. 

1,
k K

ik i Ny


                                                    (4) 

It means that a customer has one and only one delivery vehicle to provide service. 

         0
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                                                              (5) 

Indicates that the number of distribution vehicles used for type k cannot exceed the 

maximum number k that can be used by the distribution center. 
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                                                (6) 

It means that the delivery vehicle must leave from the customer point after completing 
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the service to the customer point. 

0 0 ,jk j k

k K k K

x Nx j
 

                                                    (7) 

Indicates that the delivery vehicle departs from the delivery center and returns to the 

delivery center after completing the delivery task. 

 0,1 , , ,kik i N Ny j K                                                (8) 

Represents the integer constraints of decision variables 

  0, 0, , , kij jt r i N j N K                                    (9) 

Indicates that the driving time and arrival time are both greater than 0. 

 

3.2 Two-stage genetic algorithm 

3.2.1 Cluster analysis 

Many studies use the basic K-means clustering method, and most of them only 

consider the coordinates of the analysis object in the plane coordinate system as the 

clustering basis. It is not suitable for solving most actual customer distribution 

problems. Using latitude and longitude to locate customer points is more accurate and 

practical. There are also studies that have neglected the important relevant dimension 

information in the actual distribution, such as the maximum load-bearing quality of 

the distribution vehicle in this article, that is, this article must ensure that the total 

mass of the customer point set under the same category cannot exceed the maximum 

load-bearing quality of the distribution vehicle. On the basis of relevant adjustments, 

in order to better solve the vehicle routing problem of this article, the clustering 

analysis method of this article for ordering customers is now designed. The clustering 

method steps are as follows: 

Step1: Read the basic data of the vehicle routing problem, including customer serial 

number, customer latitude and longitude coordinates, order quality, vehicle limited 

load quality, etc. 

Step2: Divide the number of delivery areas, that is, determine the number of delivery 

vehicles to be used m, m=[∑i∈Sqi/Q]+1, [] represents the integer part, qi represents 

the quality of customer i’s order, and Q represents the vehicle’s Rated load. 

Step3: randomly select m customer points as the initial clustering center, and assign 

all selected customers to form an initial cluster. 

Step4: Check whether the total mass of customer orders contained in each initial set 

exceeds the rated load of the delivery vehicle. If it exceeds, perform Step 5, otherwise 

go to Step 9. 

Step5: Remove the customer point farthest from the cluster center until the total order 

quality in the distribution area meets the total vehicle quality limit. 
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Step6: Calculate the total order quality of other customer point collections, and 

whether there is any excess quality space. If there is, then execute Step7, if not, then 

go to Step8. 

Step7: Assign the removed customer points to the set of customer points that are 

closest and still have room for quality, and then execute Step9. 

Step8: Allocate delivery vehicles for delivery, and return to Step2. 

Step9: The clustering process is completed, and the clustering result is output as the 

initial solution for vehicle path planning. 

3.2.2 Genetic algorithm 

This article follows the general genetic algorithm solving ideas, and the steps to design 

a genetic algorithm are as follows: 

Step1: Set the genetic algorithm related parameters, including population number, 

iteration termination times, number of vehicles, crossover probability, mutation 

probability, etc. 

Step2: Encode according to the set of problems to be processed, and process the 

generated orders by clustering method to generate customer point clustering results. 

Step3: Calculate the fitness value of each body, and use the roulette selection operator 

to select the retained chromosome individuals according to the fitness value. 

Step4: Perform crossover and mutation operations to generate a new generation of 

populations. 

Step5: Repeat Step3-Step4 until the preset number of iterations is reached. 

Step6: Output the solution of the problem. 

 

4. Applications and experiments 

In order to verify the superiority of the planned path after the model is solved in this 

paper, the path planning scheme of the Y company platform is selected for comparison. 

The collected customer order data on July 1, 2020 is sorted in chronological order to 

obtain the vehicle route planning results of company Y for daily orders. Company Y 

will continue to load until the car is fully loaded in actual operations, and then start 

loading the second car from the customer to the postponement, and so on until all 

customer orders are satisfied. The specific path results are shown in Table 5.3: 

According to the model built in the previous article, the vehicle path planning scheme 

on July 1, 2020 is obtained by using Python. Figure 1 shows the cluster diagram of 

customer orders on July 1. Figure 2 is the iterative curve of customer path planning. 

The objective function value converges after 800 iterations. Table 2 shows a 

comparison between the specific distribution plan of the order on July 1 and the plan 

of company Y.. 
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of clustering results 

 

 

Fig. 2  Objective function iterative graph 

 

Table 1 Comparison of the results of this article and the original plan 

Date 2020/7/1 2020/7/1 

Shortest path 

sorting 

0-85-56-43-14-24-30-29-52-0& 

0-89-62-78-79-93-66-47-39-8-0 

0-10-13-15-4-3-1-2-6-9-14-17-0& 

0-5-7-11-12-16-8-0 

Number of trains 

used 
2 2 

Path length (m) 54036 44838 

Time-

consuming(h) 
5.04 4.78 

No-load penalty 

cost(yuan) 
9.72 9.72 
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Vehicle 

transportation 

cost(yuan) 

332.06 326.60 

 

Compare the Y company's planning scheme with the results of the Python 

programming solution. It can be seen that the original planning scheme of Y company 

has a total delivery mileage of 54036 meters on the day, a total of 2 vehicles used, a 

total time of 5.04h, and a total cost of 341.78 yuan. The distribution route planning 

solution solved by Python has a total distribution mileage of 44,838 kilometers in the 

month, a total of 2 trips in use, a total time of 4.78h, and a total cost of 336.32 yuan. 

Through comparison, it can be found that the path planning solution based on the 

genetic algorithm in this paper is about 10,000 meters less than the solution planned 

by Y company on the day, the comprehensive delivery cost is about 5 yuan less, and 

the overall time is less than 0.25 hours. The same number of trips proves that the 

solution ideas in this paper are reasonable and effective, and have certain economic 

value. 

When the scale of customer sites gradually increases, the economic benefits of solving 

this type of problem using the algorithm of this paper will be further highlighted. When 

the number of customer points exceeds 200 or even a larger customer point, if you 

directly follow the above steps to solve the problem, the time to solve the problem will 

be relatively long, and the accuracy will also be reduced. When facing large-scale 

customer points, Y company can group customer points according to factors such as 

the geographical location of the customer points; then, based on the solution ideas of 

the existing scale customer points, use the algorithm ideas to solve the problems in 

several groups. Obtain the distribution plan in each group; finally merge the plans in 

each group to form the final distribution plan, that is, divide a large-scale problem into 

thousands of sub-problems, and combine the distribution plans of all sub-problems 

into a comprehensive distribution plan. This solution method is also consistent with 

the actual situation. When the scale of the customer site is large, company Y will 

generally perform sub-regional distribution according to the pre-set geo-fence, and 

the sub-distribution plans in each area are combined into the company's 

comprehensive distribution Program. 

 

5. Conclusion 

Based on the actual distribution problem of Y company, this paper reasonably plans 

the distribution route of Y company’s urban fast-moving consumer goods. The main 

research content and conclusions are as follows: This paper summarizes the vehicle 

routing problem and chooses genetic algorithm as the core algorithm of this paper to 
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solve Y company’s urban fast-moving consumer goods. The problem of product 

distribution route planning. Taking Y company as the research object, starting from 

the existing problems of Y company’s urban fast-moving consumer goods distribution, 

studying the characteristics of Y company’s distribution mode, aiming at the lowest 

total distribution cost, considering Y company’s distribution cost optimization, and 

constructing a system that considers total distribution The mathematical model of the 

path planning problem is designed with a genetic algorithm to solve the problem, 

which provides ideas and methods for Y company in the cost optimization of the urban 

fast-moving consumer goods co-distribution. Collect, calculate and organize the 

customers, customer needs, distance traveled between customer points, delivery 

vehicle parameters, and corresponding company Y delivery route planning results of 

the case of Y company on July 1st, set the relevant parameters of the solution 

algorithm, and use genetic algorithms Solve the delivery route of company Y on July 

1, and compare the results of company Y's delivery route planning with the results 

planned in this paper, and compare and analyze the comprehensive delivery cost, 

delivery mileage, delivery time, and total number of service vehicles. 

This article constructs the vehicle routing problem of a single distribution center. As 

the scale of the urban FMCG co-distribution system increases, a network-type shared 

warehouse will be formed. Therefore, it is possible to study the co-delivery of urban 

FMCG under the cooperation of multiple distribution centers. Vehicle routing problem. 
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